INTRODUCTION
A chemical analysis performed in a conventional way involves a set of operations basically composed by sampling, the sample manipulation in order to fit its characteristics to the detection system, the measurement of a physical property which can be related to the concentration, and the collection, treatment and registration of the results. Since the instrumentation (detection systems and computers) available nowadays allows the measurement, acquisition and data treatment in a quick and efficient way, the total time spent with the anaIysis is basically conditioned by the sam pie pre-treatment. These operations are still being performed with instruments which were designed even before this century, and suffered only sm ail changes for making its use quicker and simpler.
The aforementioned changes have only minimized the difficulties in laboratories arising out from the increasing search for analytical information that has become accentuated du ring the last decade.
Considering that the expenses with personnel, conditioned by their number and qualification, is the most significant cost in a laboratory, one can easily conclude about the advantages in automating the analytical procedures. The automation of laboratories allows to make compatible two apparently opposed aspects: on one side the search for more and more determinations, and on the other side the need for decreasing costs of the analytical control.
